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In the market since 1955, we have learned to
reinvent ourselves every day, along these 65
years of existence. With all our experience and a
wide net of strategic partners in the Azores, we
create the necessary conditions so that our clients
can offer a unique experience, with competitive
prices and very smoothly, creating unforgettable
memories to all of those who choose the Azores to
fulfil their dream trips.
Therefore, it is not surprising that our clients see us
as a partner who helps them to strategically build
their business. And we do it because we are able
to offer the best knowledge and all the necessary
information about our destination, to help
them to sell the Azores as a
Unique Destination.
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TIME-SAVING PARTNER

we are part of one of the most respected
economic groups in the Azores, and yes, they have
hotels, buses and rental cars too

CREATIVE PEOPLE

the truth is that Thomas Edison is no longer
with us. Still, we keep shining a spotlight to these
fantastic islands

FLEXIBLE
& RESPONSIVE ATTITUDE

TIMING SAVING

ONE-STOP

PARTNER

SHOP SOLUTION

hassle-free service is always delivered with a twist
from your favourite aromatic herbs

HIGH STANDARDS
consistent and accurate service is rendered on a
day-to-day basis

ONE-STOP SHOP SOLUTION
every given quotation benefits from our
very sharp pencil

SATISFIED CUSTOMER
in the office everybody has high-performance
shoes on so we can run the extra mile for you
everyday, every step of the way

CREATIVE

HIGH
STANDARDS

PEOPLE

FLEXIBLE & RESPONSIVE

ATTITUDE
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VIDEOS / AÇOREANA DMC

THE AZORES DMC - NATURE IS IN OUR DNA
AÇOREANA DMC - BRAND POSITIONING

Due to the pandemic situation, some activities and rates are subject to changes without previous announcement
according to policies and guidelines established by the Azorean Government.
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EXPERIENCE / SÃO MIGUEL ISLAND
DISCOVER NEW CULTURES

FOR TOURING

SCUBA DIVING

BEEKEEPING AND TRADITIONS

CENTRE & EASTERN VOLCANIC MASSIVES’
COMBINATION

STAND UP PADDLE (SUP)

CULTURAL & GEOLOGICAL BOAT TRIP
FISHING IN THE ATLANTIC

CENTRE & WESTERN VOLCANIC MASSIVES’
COMBINATION
FURNAS - MAGICAL VALLEY

FOR FOODIES
A TOAST IN A WINERY
COOK YOUR MEAL IN THE COUNTRYSIDE

SWIMMING WITH DOLPHINS
WALKING TRAILS
WHALE & DOLPHIN WATCHING

NATURAL HERITAGE TO BE DISCOVERED
SETE CIDADES, LAND OF TALES
THE IMPRESSIVE LAGOA DO FOGO
WALKING CITY TOURS

GORREANA TEA FLAVOURS

TO EXPLORE
BIKING IN THE AZORES
BIRDWATCHING
BUGGY TOURS

PONTA DELGADA DRINKS AND BITES TOUR
PONTA DELGADA FOOD TOUR

TO SLOW DOWN AND RELAX

TRADITIONAL ICE CREAM MAKING CLASS

EXCLUSIVE SAILING TRIP

JEEP TOUR
TUK-TUK TOURS

OVERNIGHT VIP CHARTER JOURNEY
RURAL WALK & FERRARIA SPA
FOR LOVE STORIES

SNORKELLING

THE ATLANTIC SUNSET TOUR

THERMAL BATH BY NIGHT

FOR THOSE CHALLENGING THEMSELVES

TO ESCAPE

BIG GAME FISHING

BIG TRUCK ADVENTURE

CANYONING

BOAT FUN ACTIVITIES

COASTEERING

CANOEING & KAYAKING

DIVE BAPTISM

NIGHT DIVE

CLICK ON
THE EXPERIENCE
AND GO
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SÃO MIGUEL
The largest island of the archipelago, known as
the Green Island, astonishes with its landscape
characterized by a luxurious vegetation, framed in
its vast meadows, in a palette with several types of
green, spread along the horizon.
São Miguel is the stage of majestic lagoons, which
are in volcanic calderas with enormous dimensions.
The most emblematic ones are Lagoa do Fogo
and Lagoa das Sete Cidades, classified as Natural
Wonder of Portugal. In Furnas it is possible to enjoy
its emblematic “Cozido das Furnas”, unusually
cooked underground for 5 or 6 hours, in a vain way
of using the volcanic activity present there, which is
also found in hot water springs.
Its climate offers an incredible experience to most
of the botanic species brought from the most
exotic places in the World. In the XIX century, a
set of remarkable people began a colorful and
scented mission of creating the most beautiful
gardens in the Atlantic, with a job that has crossed
generations, to the present day, mainly through
the dimensions of José do Canto Garden, António
Borges Garden and Terra Nostra Park, where,
among many other things, there is one of the
largest collections of camellias.
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The island offers a wide diversity of sensations
that can be felt both on land and at sea. Walking,
riding a bike or a horse, along the impressive
rails, with breathtaking landscapes, having fun in
calm waters of lagoons placed in volcanic craters,
canoeing, Stand Up Paddle, venture out in the sea
watching whales, swimming with dolphins, diving
in the deep blue Atlantic and fishing in deep-sea a
delicious tuna.
In São Miguel there are great emotions for all
tastes, but it is of enormous importance to have
time for tea. To visit the industrial plantations of tea,
unique on Europe, is a must do.

EXPERIENCE / ISLAND
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DISCOVERING NEW CULTURES

RETURN TO MENU

BEEKEEPING
AND TRADITIONS

Moving to the hive spot where the beehives are
placed, people will get the chance to enter in the
world of her majesty the Queen Bee. There
participants will understand the basics of this
adventure from the organization of the beehive
itself to the behaviour of the bees and the way
they function.
Regardless if they’re doing this experience in
private or in group, participants will enjoy a
traditional Azorean lunch in an Azorean house style
intimate space.
This 8-hour experience will be completed in the
afternoon by introducing people to the manners
and agricultures chores such as milking cows,
feeding some farm animals and horse riding.
• Beekeeping on an island considered one of the
most prolific in the world for this activity
• Traditional lunch with local products
• Local agriculture routines and some interactivity
with the animals
RETURN TO MENU

GOOD TO KNOW
Beekeeping clothing, lunch and everything
necessary to the experience are included
Experience will be conducted in Portuguese
and English
Meeting Point: Quinta das Raiadas - Ginetes
Maximum of 12 participants

Not suitable for people with walking disabilities
Not suitable for people allergic to bee poison
Any food restrictions should be mentioned
when booking
Until to 4 person - 73€ PER PERSON
From 5 to 12 person – 71€ PER PERSON

Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
Starts at 9:30h on every Wednesday
People should wear comfortable clothing and
footwear, and bring water and hat
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CULTURAL &
GEOLOGICAL BOAT TRIP

This private boat trip that lasts for 3 hours is,
certainly, an interesting way of learning and
understanding the best of S. Miguel south coast
such as cliffs, geological process and the historical
and cultural heritage.
Aboard a catamaran boat besides all the
knowledge and leisure people might receive, they
will be presented with some local products to taste.
• Observe the island coast line with a
sea perspective
• Private Catamaran trip

GOOD TO KNOW
Dedicated Geological Expert Skipper, insurance
and beverages are included
Experience will be conducted in Portuguese
and English
Ponta Delgada’s Yacht Marina will be the
meeting point
Private experience
Maximum of 6 participants
People are invited to wear comfortable clothes
and shoes, windbreaker jacket, sunscreen and hat
Available for people facing walking disability
293€ PER PERSON
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RETURN TO MENU

FISHING IN THE ATLANTIC

This fishing experience will transmit sensations
linked to the local manners and Azorean traditions.

GOOD TO KNOW

Departing from Porto Formoso fishing harbour
participants will navigate along the north coast of
the island, where they will catch fish on a traditional
Azorean fishing boat, in private.
In this 6-hour journey the experienced skipper is a
local professional fisherman.

• Traditional Azorean fishing boat
Variety of fish present in the north coast
• Experienced fisherman storytelling
blue ocean

RETURN TO MENU

All the necessary equipment for the activity
is included

Not suitable for people with walking disabilities

Experience will be conducted in Portuguese,
English, French and Spanish

Minimum of 2 person - 80€ PER PERSON
*Children rates/conditions on request

Meeting Point: Porto Formoso fishing harbour
Private: Yes
Maximum of 5 participants
- AGE

Minimum age is 4 years old
Starts at 06h00 and ends at 12h00
People should wear comfortable and
warm clothing and footwear, windbreaker, hat
and sunscreen
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FOR FOODIES
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RETURN TO MENU

A TOAST IN A WINERY

Learn the essence and secrets of the winemaking.
This experience will give people the chance to
taste some of the most well-known wines produced
in São Miguel Island.
In one and half hour visit to this winery with a
dedicated winemaker guide, people are invited
to taste the local wine production along with a
prepared set of local products.

• A good add-on for a tour around the island
• Valuable winemaking insights
• Good for rainy days

RETURN TO MENU

GOOD TO KNOW
3 wines and a set of local products tasting are
included
Experience is conduct in Portuguese and English
Maximum of 30 participants
Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
Experience can occur in-between 10 and 16 hours
People are invited to wear comfortable clothes
and shoes
Any food restrictions should be mentioned
when booking
24€ PER PERSON
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COOK YOUR MEAL
IN THE COUNTRYSIDE

People will be invited to go back in time in the
countryside and cook for themselves.
This 7-hour experience will start early in the
morning with some local countryside daily routines
like traditional agriculture and taking care of
the animals.
From midmorning on, it will be time to prepare
lunch. From going into the backyard to harvest the
vegetables to getting inside an Azorean traditional
kitchen and prepare the trays to go into the hot
wooden oven, a truly significant experience,
sweetened up with a delicious dessert and
traditional biscuits.
An opportunity to meet new friends as this is a
group experience.
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• Great countryside atmosphere
• Great opportunity to cook comfortable
traditional meal
• Share with their family, back at home,
the biscuits people have made

People should wear comfortable clothes

GOOD TO KNOW

Any food restrictions should be mentioned
when booking

Lunch and a pack of biscuits are included

Transportation to the place of the experience is
not included
Quintas das Raiadas will be the meeting point

Wtih 4 person - 88€ PER PERSON
From 5 to 7 person - 86€ PER PERSON

Experience will be conducted in English and
Portuguese
Difficulty Low
Private experience is available according with
specific negotiation
Maximum of 8 participants
RETURN TO MENU

GORREANA TEA FLAVOURS

Gorreana, the older of the two existing tea
plantations, has been growing tea since 1883,
and is one of the original 19th-century Azorean
tea producers.
In this experience, people take part in the
different stages of tea production, from picking (a
mechanical procedure which takes place during
the drier months) to packing (which is done by a
group of local women sitting at large tables), after
the crushing, fermentation and drying process of
all the leaves.
After that, guests are invited to have lunch at the
property manor house having the opportunity to
learn a bit more about the history of the factory
and the history of tea in the Azores, told by a
member of the owner family.
RETURN TO MENU

• Experiencing the traditional harvesting
day’s menu
• Great landscapes and lots of fresh air
• A hands-on approach to get familiar with
one the remaining Azorean tea traditions

Maximum of 8 participants

GOOD TO KNOW

Available only from April to September

Traditional lunch is included
(a light meal is available when choosing a
3-hours experience)

Private Experience is available according with
specific negotiation
People should wear comfortable clothes
and shoes

Any food restrictions should be mentioned
when booking
6 Hours - 36€ PER PERSON
3 Hours - 28€ PER PERSON

Experience lasts from 3 to 6h, depending on
customer’s decision to have lunch or not
Experience is conducted in Portuguese
and English
Gorreana Tea Factory will be the meeting point
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PONTA DELGADA
DRINKS AND BITES TOUR

In a 3 hours group walking tour, through the main
bars of Ponta Delgada, savor unique Azorean
drinks on a leisurely walk. A journey from locally
brewed beer to Pico’s historic wines, traditional
liqueurs and creative cocktails. Discover the
traditions and culture of Azorean drinks.
• A tasting of local beverages, to be found
nowhere else
• Quietly visit some of the most well-known
bars in Ponta Delgada
• Fascinating stories of Azorean Wines - from the
USA to Russian Czars
• Insightful information about drinks
(types and production)
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GOOD TO KNOW
Tasting of six beverages with local snacks and
local guide are included

Any food restrictions should be mentioned
when booking

Experience will be conducted in English and
Portuguese (Dutch and Spanish available on
request from April to September)

This is not a pub crawling
88€ PER PERSON

Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
The walking starts at 5 pm (October to March) and
at 6 pm (May to September)
Available: Monday, Wednesday, Friday
and Saturday
Non-alcoholic and vegetarian options
are available

RETURN TO MENU

PONTA DELGADA FOOD TOUR

The Azores have been welcoming settlers and
travellers for more than five centuries.
This food tour lasts approximately four hours
and explores Ponta Delgada’s downtown, visiting
its highlights and exploring the history, food
culture and fun stories of the Azores. The group
of participants will enjoy a progressive menu,
including fruits, breads, cheese, fish and meat,
ending with a homemade dessert.
• A taste of local specialties, to be found nowhere
else in the world
• Gain knowledge and background of
Azorean food
• Visit the local market, meet traders and sample
their quality products
RETURN TO MENU

GOOD TO KNOW
Eight traditional and modern dishes, two drinks,
and guide are included
Experience will be conducted in Portuguese and
English (Dutch and Spanish available from April
to September)
Maximum of 12 participants
Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
People should wear comfortable clothes and
shoes and hat
Any food restriction should be mentioned
when booking
75€ PER PERSON

*Children rates/conditions on request
AÇOREANA DMC 19

TRADITIONAL ICE CREAM
MAKING CLASS

This 4-hour hands-on approach gastronomic
experience provides a great opportunity to to
make traditional ice creams with typical Azorean
fruits, such as pineapple and passion fruit.
After all the excitement, people are invited to enjoy
the ice cream made by themselves.
• Create and taste self-made ice cream
with local products

GOOD TO KNOW
Everything needed to this culinary activity
is included
Experience is conducted in Portuguese
and English
Gorreana Tea Factory will be the meeting point
Maximum of 4 participants
Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
People should wear comfortable clothes
and shoes
Any food restrictions should be mentioned
when booking
30€ PER PERSON
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RETURN TO MENU

FOR LOVE STORIES

RETURN TO MENU
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THE ATLANTIC SUNSET TOUR

Heading towards the sunset, escorted by
dolphins in their Atlantic Ocean playground and
feeling the warm breeze, “sailors” will set sail
in this relaxing experience.
Embarking privately or in groups, this will always
be an excellent opportunity to enjoy wine and local
flavours for approximately 3 and a half hours.

GOOD TO KNOW
Skipper and light meal with local products
are included

Not suitable for people with walking disabilities

Meeting Point: Marina Ponta Delgada

For a group of 6 pax - 275€ Boat + 32.50€
Per person for azores local | Food and drinks

Experience will be conducted in Portuguese,
English, French and Spanish
Maximum of 15 participants

• Sunset boat trip with local food and drinks
• Feeling the warmth of the sun on the skin and
being delighted with the reflection of Ponta
Delgada lights

Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
People should wear comfortable clothes and
shoes, waterproof jacket and bring towel,
swimming suit, hat and sunscreen
Any food restrictions should be mentioned
when booking
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RETURN TO MENU

FOR THOSE CHALLENGING THEMSELVES

RETURN TO MENU
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BIG GAME FISHING
In the Azorean deep blue ocean, where a huge
variety of species on their migratory route can be
caught, there is a great opportunity to interact
with Tunas and Marlins, a true challenge as they
are considered fast, strong and offer, literally, a
good fight.
Gathering a team for a 4 or 8 hours challenging
sea trip, the participants will be accompanied by
an expert sport fisherman in order to guarantee the
proper safety and to share his knowledge about
the Azorean waters.
• Feeling the adrenaline
• Going for big ones off the coast of
São Miguel Island
• Fishing on an all-inclusive trip that provides
all the gear needed
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GOOD TO KNOW
All equipment needed, insurance and Skiper
are included
Experience will be conducted in Portuguese
and English
Difficulty: Medium/High

Half Day for 3 PAX – 485€
Extra PAX for Half Day - 50€
Full Day for 3 PAX – 842€
Extra PAX for Full Day - 80€

Maximum of 4 participants
Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
People should wear comfortable clothes and
shoes, windbreak jacket, sunscreen, hat and bring
seasick pills if needed
Not recommended for people with bad back,
walking disabilities, and pregnant women

RETURN TO MENU

CANYONING

Discovering the remotest and least explored places
in the Azores, from fresh streams through endemic
forests and rocks drawing the shoreline, an
experience full of adrenaline and fun, no matter the
island chosen.

GOOD TO KNOW
Guide, insurance and all the equipment necessary
to carry out the activity and transfers can be
included according to the island
Experience will be conducted in Portuguese and
English (Other languages available according to
the island chosen)

In group or in private, walking along watercourses,
down waterfalls, rock climbing and jumping into
the water are some of the ingredients for this
adventurous experience which is possible to do in
4 or 8 hours and with different levels of difficulty.
• Different scenarios according to the island chosen
• Different routes and levels
• Super challenging when doing it at night

RETURN TO MENU

Difficulty: Variable

Not suitable for people having walking disabilities
and pregnant women
4 hours - 57€ PER PERSON
8 hours – 78€ PER PERSON
*Children rates/conditions on request

Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
Maximum participants depending on the island
- AGE

Minimum age is 6 years old
People are required to bring swimming suit,
shoes with rigid soles for the activity (tennis/
boots), towel, sunscreen, a change of clothes
(shoes too) to wear after the activity, lycra shirt,
neoprene gloves
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COASTEERING

The volcanic island coastline hides areas that few
ever get to see.

GOOD TO KNOW
Wetsuit and safety equipment, insurance, qualified
guides, Pick Up and Drop Off in the main cities of
the islands are included

This 3 to 5-hour adventurous experience means
scrambling and traversing the tide line, swimming
the volcanic bottom with their fauna and flora or
climbing to cliff and jumping safely into open sea.

Difficulty: Medium
Experience will be conducted in Portuguese and
English (and Spanish in S. Miguel)

Suggested to be done in 3 islands of the Azores,
this experience offers to challengers the possibility
to get a mix of strong feelings and emotions while
being guided by a nature certified specialist either
privately or in a group.

Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
- AGE

• Experience through several islands in
Azores coastlines
• Combination of jumps, climbs and several other
challenges to overcome
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75€ PER PERSON

Minimum age on request depending on the island
People should bring swimming suit and towel
Not suitable for people with walking disabilities
nor for people without a normal health, medical
and physical conditions

RETURN TO MENU

DIVE BAPTISM

The Azores archipelago is known as one of the
best destinations for diving in the Atlantic, and for
that reason a summer holiday in the Azores is the
perfect opportunity for those who want to discover
this super relaxing activity for the first time.
According to the participant boldness this baptism
can be done in a swimming pool or in the ocean,
always accompanied by a certified professional
guide that will make sure that this experience is
done with a maximum comfort and safety.
• Introduction to the ocean in the
Azorean atmosphere
• The beginning of a Life Passion
• A magical place for those who love to dive

RETURN TO MENU

GOOD TO KNOW
All equipment needed, insurance and dedicated
underwater guide are included
Estimated experience duration is depending on
the island
Experience will be conducted in Portuguese and
English (other languages are available depending
on the island)
Difficulty: Medium
Meeting point: depend on the island (mentioned
when booking)

Not recommended for those who do not know
how to swim
Ponta Delgada
SEA - 94€ PER PERSON
POOL - 50€ PER PERSON
Vila Franca do Campo
SEA - 100€ PER PERSON
POOL - 67€ PER PERSON

*Children rates/conditions on request

Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
Maximum participants depends on the island
People are asked to bring swimming suit
and towel
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FOR TOURING
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RETURN TO MENU

CENTRE & EASTERN VOLCANIC MASSIVES’
COMBINATION

A display of magic. From the eruption of “Lagoa
do Fogo” or even the enchanted atmosphere
of “Furnas” people will testimony a medley of
emotions and senses that are carried along the
day. Driving in between volcanos this tour will
awake the wish to explore the unknown, the desire
to reach places that are truly magical.
• Lagoa do Fogo
• Lagoa das Furnas
• “Pico do Ferro” belvedere
• Gorreana Tea Plantation

GOOD TO KNOW
This is a private tour with one guide/driver in
Portuguese or English

ITINERARY
1| FD FOGO & FURNAS

For different languages we recommended an
additional guide*, please contact us

(With Lunch at other restaurant)

Van or car this tour lasts for a whole day
Car maximum capacity:
4 pax, including guide/driver
Van maximum capacity:
8 pax, including guide/driver
People should wear comfortable clothes
Lunch will take place at a local cuisine restaurant
on route

(With Lunch at Terra Nostra + Park Visit)
2| FD FOGO & FURNAS

1| PRICES NET/PER PAX
2 | 3 |4-7
150€ 120€ 110€

2| PRICES NET/PER PAX
2 | 3 | 4-7
143€ 112€ 102€
*ADDITIONAL GUIDE - Full Day 185,00€ (including
guide´s lunch) Sundays and Holidays + 30% Supplement
**Prices subject to change upon availability

Any food restriction should be mentioned
when booking
RETURN TO MENU
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CENTRE & WESTERN VOLCANIC MASSIVES’
COMBINATION

By merging the two most emblematic lakes that
São Miguel has to offer everything is set for a topnotch tour, where “Sete Cidades” tales meet the
dramatic volcanic massive “Lagoa do Fogo”.
People are driven to go back in time to witness the
end of an era and the beginning of another, where
volcanoes lies in the past, and mesmerizing lakes
now own the mountains.
• Lagoa do Fogo
• Lagoa das Sete Cidades
• Vista do Rei belvedere
• Pico do Carvão belvedere

GOOD TO KNOW
This is a private tour with one guide/driver in
Portuguese or English
For different languages we recommended an
additional guide*, please contact us
Van or car this tour lasts for a whole day

ITINERARY
FD SETE CIDADES & LAGOA DO FOGO (With Lunch)
PRICES NET/PER PAX
2 | 3 | 4-7
120€ 90€ 79€
*ADDITIONAL GUIDE - Full Day 185,00€ (including
guide´s lunch) Sundays and Holidays + 30% Supplement
**Prices subject to change upon availability

Car maximum capacity:
4 pax, including guide/driver
Van maximum capacity:
8 pax, including guide/driver
People should wear comfortable clothes
Lunch will take place at a local cuisine restaurant
on route
Any food restriction should be mentioned
when booking
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RETURN TO MENU

FURNAS - MAGICAL VALLEY

One of the most magical places in all the Azores
islands, where magic starts from the ground and
finishes in the sky while being immersed in an
unusual but peculiar atmosphere. People will feel
to be inside a fairy tale book so sharply that senses
will increase this tour even further.
• Furnas valley and Lake
• Furnas Hot springs
• “Cozido” – “Pot au feu” cooked underground
• Gorreana Tea Factory
• Santa Iria viewpoint

GOOD TO KNOW
This is a private tour with one guide/driver in
Portuguese or English
For different languages we recommended an
additional guide*, please contact us
Van or car this tour lasts for around a whole day
Lunch is included
(it is given the choice where is eaten)
Car maximum capacity:
4 pax, including guide/driver
Van maximum capacity:
8 pax, including guide/driver

ITINERARY
1| HD (Without Lunch)
2| FD (With Lunch)
1| PRICES NET/PER PAX
2 | 3 | 4-7
51€ 46€ 40€
2| PRICES NET/PER PAX
2 | 3 | 4-7
130€ 108€ 101€

*ADDITIONAL GUIDE - Half Day 90.00€ Full Day 185,00€
(including guide´s lunch) - Sundays and Holidays + 30%
Supplement

People should wear comfortable clothes
Lunch will take place at a local cuisine restaurant
on route
Any food restriction should be mentioned
when booking
RETURN TO MENU
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NATURAL HERITAGE TO BE DISCOVERED

Discovery is the buzzword of the day! Driving
along some of the most impressive coastline roads
in the island, where the steep land almost falls
down into the sea. Nature gifted Nordeste with
some of the most astonishing natural viewpoints
in São Miguel.
•Natural viewpoints
(Madrugada and Ponta do Sossego)
•Povoação
•Nordeste
•Pico da vara

GOOD TO KNOW
This is a private tour with one guide/driver in
Portuguese or English
For different languages we recommended an
additional guide*, please contact us
By van or car, this tour is prepared to last a full day
Car maximum capacity:
4 pax, including guide/driver

ITINERARY
FD NORDESTE (With Lunch)
PRICES NET/PER PAX
2 | 3 | 4-7
138€ 104€ 88€
*ADDITIONAL GUIDE - Full Day 185,00€ (including guide´s
lunch) Sundays and Holidays + 30% Supplement
**Prices subject to change upon availability

Van maximum capacity:
8 pax, including guide/driver
People should wear comfortable clothes
Lunch will take place at a local cuisine restaurant
on route
Any food restriction should be mentioned
when booking
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RETURN TO MENU

SETE CIDADES, LAND OF TALES
People are invited to visit one of the possible
locations of Atlantis. Considered to be one of the
most enigmatic places in the Azores due to its
name, Sete Cidades is indeed one of the seven
wonders of Portugal. Birthplace of the saddest
Azorean love story, where two broken hearts once
cried, today lies one of the most beautiful lakes in
the island.
• Lagoa das Sete Cidades
• Rural Countryside atmosphere
• Vista do rei belvedere
• Pineapple plantations

GOOD TO KNOW
This is a private tour with one guide/driver in
Portuguese or English
For different languages we recommended an
additional guide*, please contact us
By van or car, this tour is prepared to last around
3 to 4 hours or a full day
Car maximum capacity:
4 pax, including guide/driver
Van maximum capacity:
8 pax, including guide/driver
People should wear comfortable clothes

ITINERARY

1| HD SETE CIDADES (Without Lunch)
2| FD SETE CIDADES (With Lunch)
1| PRICES PER PERSON
1 | 2 | 3 | 4-7
90€ 49€ 34€ 40€
2| PRICES PER PERSON
1 | 2 | 3 | 4-7
213€ 122€ 93€ 82€
*ADDITIONAL GUIDE - Half Day 90.00€ Full Day
185,00€ (including guide´s lunch)
Sundays and Holidays + 30% Supplement
**Prices subject to change upon availability

Lunch will take place at a local cuisine restaurant
on route
Any food restriction should be mentioned
when booking
RETURN TO MENU
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THE IMPRESSIVE LAGOA DO FOGO
In the centre part of the island people are going to
find a dormant volcano. Once a threat for islanders
now it´s the main natural source of energy. In
this natural reservation one can witness how the
eruption gave place to a dramatic landscape where
people can find some inspiration in the lush green
or in the tranquillity of the water filling the lake.

• Lagoa do Fogo belvederes
• Ribeira Grande town architecture
• Caldeira Velha

GOOD TO KNOW
This is a private tour with one guide/driver in
Portuguese or English
For different languages we recommended an
additional guide*, please contact us
By van or car, this tour lasts around 3 to 4 hours
Car maximum capacity:
4 pax, including guide/driver

ITINERARY
Half Day Lagoa do Fogo - For 1 person / 95€
Half Day Lagoa do Fogo - For 2 people / 50€
Half Day Lagoa do Fogo - For 3 people / 35€
Half Day Lagoa do Fogo - For 4 to 7 people / 40€
*ADDITIONAL GUIDE - Half Day 90.00€
Sundays and Holidays + 30% Supplement
**Prices subject to change upon availability

Van maximum capacity:
8 pax, including guide/driver
People should wear comfortable clothes
Lunch will take place at a local cuisine restaurant
on route
Any food restriction should be mentioned
when booking
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WALKING CITY TOURS

No matter the place chosen, a quiet and relaxing
walking tour sometimes is all that is needed to

GOOD TO KNOW
Best opportunity to know Ponta Delgada

create a connection between people and the

surroundings. Here the adventure is different,

These are private tours, guided in Portuguese

it is time to be overwhelmed by everything that

or English. For different languages please
contact us

the city has to offer including local culture and

typical Azorean architecture (based on the colonial

These tours last for around 2-4 hours

portuguese architecture) dated of 18th century.
Eyes must be kept wide open to enhance these

Maximum participants under consulting

special tours.

- AGE

•Major cities in the Azores archipelago

PRIVATE– 95€
(This price has no limit of participants)
SHARED - 23€ PER PERSON
(prices are subject to the amount of the participants)
SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS - + 30% SUPPLEMENT
*Children rates/conditions on request
**Prices subject to change upon availability

Children rates under consulting
Supplements can be provided**
People should wear comfortable clothes

RETURN TO MENU
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TO SLOW DOWN AND RELAX
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EXCLUSIVE SAILING TRIP

For those who are looking for some beautiful
sailing moments without any concerns, on a route
that gathers all the necessary conditions to practice
some activities such as fishing, stand up paddle or
even snorkelling.
In this private fantastic experience that last for
9 hours people can appreciate a mix of natural
beauty, local food and water sports activities.

• Private sailing boat to do fishing, stand up
paddle and snorkelling

GOOD TO KNOW
Lunch, Skipper, Insurance, transfers in & out, and
full equipment for the activities are included
Experience will be conducted in Portuguese
and English
Maximum of 6 participants

People should wear comfortable clothes
and shoes, windbreaker jacket, sunscreen
and hat
Not suitable for those who do not know
how to swim

Not suitable for people with
walking disabilities
For 4 people - 950€ PER BOAT.
Each extra pax = 95€
RETURN TO MENU
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OVERNIGHT VIP CHARTER JOURNEY
Great opportunity to spend a night in a relaxing
and memorable private sailing trip in the Atlantic
Ocean onboard a fancy sailing yacht.
During this two day’s sailing experience the
onboard guests will have time to relax and time to
entertain themselves with some fishing, stand up
paddling or even snorkelling.
• Exclusive charter tour up to four people
• Soft sailing experience along S. Miguel Island
south coast
• Upon docking, people are invited to enjoy a
fancy dinner at an exquisite local restaurant

GOOD TO KNOW
Skipper, insurance, lunch in both days, water,
coffee, Azorean tea and all the mentioned
activities’ equipment are included
Ashore dinner and respective transfers in and out
are included

Any food restrictions should be mentioned
when booking
Not suitable for people with walking disabilities
For a maximum of 4 people - 680€ PER BOAT
(*Other activities can be attached to this activity)

Experience will be conducted in Portuguese,
English or French
Ponta Delgada Marina will be the meeting point
Maximum of 4 participants
Available from March to November
People should wear comfortable clothes and
shoes, windbreaker jacket, sunscreen and hat
Better with ear plugs
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RURAL WALK & FERRARIA SPA

People are invited to lay back and relax at the SPA
after spending a quiet day at the countryside,
walking by the sea and exploring about the locality
daily routines and gastronomy.
In this 8-hour group activity, before the day ends,
people will get to dive in a warm (thermal) ocean
spot, visit the old light house of Ferraria and enjoy
a relaxing thermal session at Ferraria SPA.
• Great local food experience
• Great landscapes
• Ferraria lighthouse
(very important to local fisher’s navigation)
• Great thalassotherapy
(Ferraria sea and spa)
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GOOD TO KNOW
Guide, lunch and Ferraria SPA session
are included

From 2 to 4 people - 73€
From 5 to 12 people - 71€

Experience can be conducted in English
and Portuguese
Private experience available according with
specific negotiation
Maximum of 10 participants
People should wear comfortable clothes (Jeans
are not recommended) and bathing suit and towel
Transportation to the place of the experience is
not included
Quintas das Raiadas is the meeting point
Any food restrictions should be mentioned
when booking
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SNORKELLING

Snorkel mask and fins is just what people need to
unveil the surrounding seas of the Azores Islands.
Taking the advantage of the warm waters of Gulf
Stream, travellers can enjoy the marine wildlife
species by encounter plenty of fishes, seaweed
and rock reefs, all year round, on so many
different locations well known by all the
experienced guides.
Whether being in a group or in a private
experience, snorkelers will be accompanied by a
certified professional guide to fully maximize
their experience.
• Mild ocean temperature all year round
• Great variety of ocean wildlife and scenarios
• Appropriate way to emerge into the relaxed
Azorean waters
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GOOD TO KNOW
All equipment needed, insurance and guide
accompaniment are included

Vila Franca do Campo / 45€ PER PERSON
Ponta Delgada / 43€ PER PERSON

Estimated experience duration is depending on
the island

*Children rates/conditions on request

Experience will be conducted in Portuguese and
English (other languages are available depending
on the island)
Difficulty: Low
Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
Maximum participants are depending
on the island
People are asked to bring swimming suit
and towel
Not suitable for those who do not know
how to swim
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THERMAL BATH BY NIGHT

“Poça da Beija” is definitely a very recommended
way to end the day.
These natural hot springs experience offers a
relaxed 39º bath in a very peaceful atmosphere,
alongside a watercourse coming from
Furnas mountains.
People are invited to experience the healing power
of the famous Furnas Thermal waters, preparing
themselves for a comfortable and relaxing
night sleep.
• Exotic landscape
• 5 different thermal bathing puddles
• Furnas Valley night atmosphere
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GOOD TO KNOW
Guide and admittance fees are included
pick up and drop off in Ponta Delgada at the
designated location
Experience is conducted in English
and Portuguese
Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
Starts at 17h30 and ends at 21h00
People are required to bring bathing suit, slippers
and towel and not to wear jewellery
Not suitable for pregnant, people with low blood
pressure or any other health conditions that may
be affected by high water temperature
35€ PER PERSON
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TO ESCAPE
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BIG TRUCK ADVENTURE

Getting to know São Miguel can be a daunting task
with a lot to learn and places to visit. One of the
best ways to get around the island is by Big Truck,
this vehicle allows up to 24 passengers to enjoy
comfort while viewing with higher perspective
over island’s huge panoramas, reaching paths that
normal vehicles are not prepared to do so.
It is indeed a great way to spend up to 8 hours in
an off-road adventure to see the best the island has
to offer, so it’s highly recommended to have a look
at “7 cidades”, “Lagoa do fogo” and “Nordeste”.
• Travel around São Miguel Island in an off-road
experience with a higher perspective
• Reach places that are unreachable for the
normal vehicles
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GOOD TO KNOW
Guide, lunch (in the 8 hours experience) or picnic
(in the 4 hours experience) are included
Difficulty: Low
Experience will be conducted in Portuguese
and English

Not suitable for people with walking disabilities
8 hours experience - 63€ PER PERSON
4 hours experience - 38€ PER PERSON

*Children rates on request
**For other tours contact us

Private experience is Available according to
specific negotiation
Maximum of 24 participants
Starts at 8:30h or 14:30h
People should wear comfortable clothes
and shoes
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BOAT FUN ACTIVITIES

A 4 hours group activity, starting from Ponta
Delgada marina, will give a chance to enjoy the
excellent conditions for the practice of various
water sports that the Azorean Sea offers. People
will experience unique moments in the deep blue
Atlantic Ocean with stunning sceneries over the
coast and Vila Franca do Campo islet.
• Fun time with Kayaking, Stand Up Paddling
and Snorkelling
• An opportunity to watch some dolphins in its
natural habitat
• Great time swimming in the Princess Ring Islet
(Vila Franca do Campo)
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GOOD TO KNOW
Skipper, sports equipment and insurances
are included
Experience will be conducted in English
and Portuguese
Difficulty: Low

Not recommended for pregnant, people with
walking disability and with bad back
- AGE

Not suitable for kids under 4 years old
41€ PER PERSON

Max. Capacity of the boat is 28 seats
Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
The boat trip starts at 14h and ends 18h
People should bring comfortable clothes and
shoes, towel, swimming suit, windbreaker jacket
and sunscreen
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CANOEING & KAYAKING

Canoeing or kayaking in the stunning lakes of
Furnas or Sete Cidades is certainly an escape route
that really create a close relationship between the
participant and the surrounding nature, in a wellbalanced way.

GOOD TO KNOW
Life vest (mandatory use), guide and Insurance
are included
Experience will be conducted in Portuguese
and English

People are invited do feel the energy and grandeur
of the volcanoes that shape the island by being
guided all the way through in a 2 hours experience.
• A total immersion in the unique landscapes
of Furnas or Sete Cidades lakes

Difficulty: Low

- AGE

Children under 18 years old must be
accompanied by parents/guardians
38€ PER PERSON
*Children rates/conditions on request

Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
Maximum of 12 participants
- AGE

Minimum age is 6 years old
People should bring Swimming suit, appropriate
footwear that can get wet (ex. sandals), towel, hat,
sunscreen, backpack, power boost food, water
and windbreaker
Not suitable to people with walking disabilities
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NIGHT DIVE

As the sun goes down, people are invited to put
on a diving suit and to go into the unique Azorean
underwater. Although people may have seen
this spot during the day, they will see a whole
new world through the glow of their dive light. In
a boat trip starting in Vila Franca marina, until 6
miles away from the dive base, people will share
this experience with other night divers. This is an
approximately 3 hours experience.
• A totally different experience to jump into
the dark water
• An unique opportunity to meet some marine
species that only appear at night

GOOD TO KNOW
Oxygen cylinder; underwater guide and insurance
are included
Transfers in & out are included in São Miguel
Island in a 25km range
Difficulty: Medium
Experience will be conducted in English, Spanish,
French and Portuguese
People should bring their own diving equipment if
desire not to hire
Only possible according to the presentation of the
PADI advance dive certificate and for those who
had at least a dive in one-year period
Not recommend for kids
85€ PER PERSON
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SCUBA DIVING

The Azores archipelago is one of the best
destinations for diving in the Atlantic! Each
Island gives a unique underwater scenario
containing impressive natural arches formed by
ancient lava flows, deep caves formed by several
interconnecting chambers or even World War II
shipwrecks, all surrounded by a huge and colourful
diversity of ocean wildlife.

GOOD TO KNOW
All equipment needed; underwater guide and
insurance are included
Experience will be conducted in Portuguese and
English (other languages available depending on
the island)

Divers can enjoy all aspects of diving from coastal
to wreck dives as well as caves, so it is pretty easy
to say that one dive won’t be enough to satisfy the
desire of knowing the Azores Diving Hot Spots.

Difficulty: Low / Medium

• Diving in several of the many diving spots of
the Azores
• Amazing singular scenarios of the Azorean
deep waters
• Available for different experiences levels

Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
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Meeting point: depend on the island (mentioned
when booking)

Diving is only possible according to the
presentation of the PADI advance dive certificate
and for those who had at least a dive in
one-year period
SÃO MIGUEL - VFC 1 Dive / 65€ PER PERSON
SÃO MIGUEL - PDL 1 Dive / 72€ PER PERSON
In case of more than 1 dive, rates per dive can change

Maximum participants depending on the island

People should bring comfortable clothes,
swimming suit and towel
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STAND UP PADDLE (SUP)

People are invited to adventure themselves in
different places like in the south cost of the Island
or in the lake inside the crater.
Regardless the chosen location this one-hour
activity will allow people to experience a strong
physical and emotional involvement with nature.
• Sete Cidades lake recognized as one of
the seven natural wonders of Portugal
• Different Island landscape perspectives
from the sea

GOOD TO KNOW
Life guard vest, locker rooms access,
personal accident and civil responsibility
insurance are included
Difficulty: Low

Not recommended for people with walking
disability, and bad back
10€ PER PERSON

Experience will be conducted in English
and Portuguese
Maximum of 6 participants
Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
People should wear light and comfortable clothes
and shoes, waterproof coat, and bring swimming
suit, towel, change of clothes, hat, sunscreen
and water
Any experience is required
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SWIMMING WITH DOLPHINS

In a fully respect interaction between participants
and dolphins, this experience aims to create
the perfect balance within natural resources
preservation and a lifetime memorable moment.
No matter the chosen island, in group or in private,
participants will get the opportunity to observe the
dolphin’s natural behaviour on their own habitat.

• Deep blue ocean atmosphere
• Child’s friendly experience
• Wild dolphins in their own natural habitat

GOOD TO KNOW
Zodiac and all the needed equipment, insurance
and guide are included

Not suitable for those who do not know how
to swim

Estimated experience duration is depending
on the island

Not recommended for people with bad back and
walking disabilities and pregnant women

Experience will be conducted in Portuguese and
English (other languages are available depending
on the island)

Ponta Delgada / 80€ PER PERSON
Vila Franca do Campo / 94€ PER PERSON

Difficulty: Low

*Children rates/conditions on request

Meeting point: depend on the island (mentioned
when booking)
Maximum participants depend on the island
Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
People are asked to bring Swimming suit, slippers
and towel
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WALKING TRAILS

Regardless the islands people may choose
when traveling to the Azores, they will find a
set of walking trails, classified by the Regional
Government of the Azores, guaranteeing safety
and reassurance to walkers so that they can truly
enjoy the lush landscapes of the Azores.
Each footpath goes through exceptionally beautiful
areas, linking almost all corners of each island,
along the coastlines and into the uplands. In
private or group people can always count with
several quite interesting challenges, with different
levels of difficulty waiting for walkers to accomplish
them properly.
• Total immersion in a very natural atmosphere
• Stunning paths with overwhelming views
• Walking around volcanic craters and exploring
the lakeshores and villages inside
• Enjoying waterfalls, birds, lush green nature
and pure air
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GOOD TO KNOW
Nature guide and insurances are included
Estimated experience duration: Depending
on the trail
Difficulty: low to high depending on the trail
Experiences are conducted in Portuguese and
English (for other languages, please contact us)
Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
People should wear lightweight, comfortable and
waterproof clothing, walking shoes, water and
power boosters
Not suitable for people without balanced fitness
according to the chosen trails
Not suitable for people having walking disabilities
36€ PER PERSON
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WHALE & DOLPHIN WATCHING

The Azores are one of the best places in the world
for whale watching counting with more than 20
different species.

GOOD TO KNOW
Knowledgeable Wildlife Guide, Skipper,
impermeable top and life vest, insurance are
included

Both the resident common dolphins and the
majestic whales offer a true experience for those
who are looking for a strong connection with the
sea, surrounded by the Azorean marine wildlife.

In São Miguel Experience can start from Ponta
Delgada or Vila Franca do Campo
Experience may take 3 to 8 hours
Experience is conducted in Portuguese and
English. Depending on the island more languages
are available

Either doing it in the most adventurous way by
zodiac or the comfortable way by catamaran the
goal will be achieved no matter the island chosen.
• More than 20 species of whales can be spotted
• The Sperm Whale is the most iconic whale of
the Azores
• This experience can be done in several
islands and in different types of boats with
experimented biologists on board
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Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
- AGE

Experience approaches may differ from island to
island, according to the local history and traditions
This experience is inappropriate and inadvisable
for anyone pregnant, with bad back, in wheelchair,
or in delicate health condition
3/4 hours / 56€ PER PERSON
7/8 hours / 84€ PER PERSON
*Children rates/conditions on request

A minimum age is required. Please check
when booking
People are invited to bring comfortable clothes
and shoes, sunscreen, hat and windbreaker jacket
Depending on the island there are different
meeting points and schedules
In São Miguel Island this experience can be done
with a hydrophone
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TO EXPLORE
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BIKING IN THE AZORES
Biking through this archipelago will give people
the chance to be amazed by volcanic landscapes.
No matter the island chosen the Azorean trails are
ideal for all levels by passing through historical
paths, fascinating off road trails among luxury
green forest and lakes to thrill bikers to get in
touch with nature, collecting an all set of
strong emotions.

• Biking all around the Azores Islands
• Family quality time
• Opportunity to know Azores by bike
• Suitable for different levels of expertise
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GOOD TO KNOW
Bike, guide (depending on the course chosen),
helmet and Insurance are included
Difficulty depending on the choose trail
Depending on the Island, pick up and drop off,
snacks or even picknick lunch may me
included too

4 hours / 38€ PER PERSON
8 hours / 63€ PER PERSON
*Children rates/conditions on request

Experience will be conducted in Portuguese
and English (other languages might be available
on request)
Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
People should bring comfortable clothes and
shoes (jeans not recommended), gloves, rain
jacket, a small backpack and water bottle
Not recommended to people with walking
disability or back problems
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BIRDWATCHING

Due to its central position in the North Atlantic
Ocean, the Azores are internationally recognized
as a bird watching destination.

GOOD TO KNOW

It is possible to observe several migratory species
which are occasionally seen in the Azores, as the
weather throws some of these species off course
on their migration route.
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People should wear comfortable clothes and
shoes, hat and sunscreen

Pick Up and Drop Off in Ponta Delgada is included

Binoculars are not to forget

Difficulty: low

Not suitable for people with walking disabilities

Meeting point: depend on the island
(mentioned upon confirmation)

It is also possible to observe seabirds that nest in
the Azores and endemic species and subspecies.
Birders are challenged to enlarge their “bird life
lists” with those birds personifying the Azores skies
in an 8-hour (S. Miguel Island).
• Azores bullfinch (Pyrrhula murina), one of the
rarest birds in Europe (S. Miguel Island)
• The Azores have also the most important nesting
populations in the world of Cory’s Shearwaters
(Calonectris Diomedia borealis), and Rosy Tern
(Sterna dougallii)

Dedicated guide, insurance and Lunch
in São Miguel are included

Experience will be conducted in Portuguese
and English

82€ PER PERSON
*Children rates/conditions on request

Starts at 09h00
People are invited to join groups with a maximum
of 18 participants (S. Miguel)
Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
- AGE

Not suitable for children under 8 in
S. Miguel Island*
*Rates are under request
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BUGGY TOUR
An experience considered to be one of the best
off-road adventure to know some of the most
enigmatic places of São Miguel.

GOOD TO KNOW

Joining a group or in private the experience will
feel the same. A combination of dirt and mud,
surrounded by S. Miguel Island’s lush vegetation,
will offer people a true adrenaline rush when riding
the most appropriate vehicle to do so.
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Minimum age to drive the buggies with driver
licence is 21

Experience will be conducted in Portuguese,
English, Italian and French

Not suitable for people with walking
disabilities or facing other physical problems,
and pregnant women

Private experience is available according to
specific negotiation

No matter the duration of the experience a guide
will show to the participants the best way to drive
the buggy and how should they maximize their
own experience.
• Get dirty and enjoy it
• All-terrain traction
• Reach unique places and landscapes
• Explore the deepest and inaccessible spots
on the island

Guide, insurance, helmet and lunch (in case of 8
hours experience) are included

4 hours / 67€ PER PERSON
8 hours / 95€ PER PERSON

Maximum participants depend on the availability
- AGE

Minimum age is 7 years old
People should wear comfortable clothes and
shoes, windbreaker jacket, sunglasses and buffer,
and bring water
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JEEP TOUR
Jeep Tour is certainly an experience for those
who are looking for to discover every little bit of
the islands from a different point of view.
Around almost the entire archipelago, privately or
with others, and always accompanied by certified
professional guide, this mostly off-road experience
will allow participants to discover some of
the secrets kept by Azorean lush nature that even
locals aren’t familiar with at all.
• Soft off-road experience
• Reveal the outstanding landscapes that are
kept in secret within the islands
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GOOD TO KNOW
Driver/guide, insurance and lunch (full day
experience) are included. Pick up and drop off
transfers can be arranged on request
Meeting point depends on the island and shall be
mentioned upon confirmation

4 hours / 38€ PER PERSON
8 hours / 66€ PER PERSON
*Children rates/conditions on request

Experience will be conducted in English and
in Portuguese. Other languages are available,
depending on the island.
Difficulty: Low
Maximum participants depend on the island
and private experience is available according to
specific negotiation
People are asked to bring comfortable clothes and
shoes, water and hat
Not recommended for people with bad back,
walking disabilities and pregnant women
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TUK-TUK TOURS

Get to know the main touristic attractions of
Ponta Delgada in 1-hour private tour through the
city. A fun, safe and ecological way to explore
the city’s cultural and natural heritage, including
monuments, gardens, beaches and the famous

GOOD TO KNOW
Guide is included
Meeting point TUK TUK parking slot, nearby the
Tourism Office, Ponta Delgada downtown

different circuits available.

If participants are accommodated in hotel located
in Ponta Delgada downtown, the Experience can
start and finish at the hotel

• Portuguese Colonial architecture

Experience is conducted in Portuguese
and English

• Most important monuments

This is always a private experience

pineapple greenhouses, in a combination of the

• Downtown main gardens, beaches and
Pineapple greenhouses

Not recommended for people with
walking disabilities
Up to 2 People / 40€ PER VEHICLE
Extra person / 8€ with a max of 6 per vehicle
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